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Abstract— An green and widespread technique to compute the inverse kinematics of common serial manipulator 

palms up to DoF is shown in this. The major focus lies on using simplest crucial layout dimensions supplied in 

maximum production records sheets as opposed to tediously deriving the parameter set. The most effective descrip6on 

of manipulators with an ortho- parallel founda6on with offsets and a round wrist may be accomplished through 7 

geometrical parameters. We show the way to compute all feasible joint angles analytically from a given endeffector 

pose. A fast and standard set of rules has been installed based totally on this slender parameter set. 
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I. Introduction 
 An crucial a part of commercial robotic manipulators is to obtain preferred role and orientation of quit 

effector or tool in order to finish the pre-designated task. To acquire the above said purpose one ought to have 

the sound understanding of inverse kinematic problem. The problem of getting inverse kinematic answer has 

been on the define of diverse researchers and is deliberated as thorough researched and mature problem. There 

are many fields of applications of robot manipulators to execute the given obligations such as fabric handling, 

pick out-n-area, planetary and undersea explorations, area manipulation, and risky discipline and so forth. 

Moreover, scientific area robotics catches packages in rehabilitation and surgical procedure that involve 

kinematic,  dynamic  and control operations. Therefore, business robot manipulators are required to have right 

understanding of its joint variables in addition to knowledge of kinematic parameters. The motion of the quit 

effector or manipulator is managed by using their joint actuator and this produces the specified movement in 

every joints. Therefore, the controller should usually deliver an correct cost of joint variables analogous to the 

quit  effector role. Even even though commercial robots are in the superior degree, some of the simple problems 

in kinematics are still unsolved and represent an lively recognition for  studies. Among these unsolved troubles, 

the direct kinematics problem for parallel mechanism and inverse  kinematics  for  serial chains represent a 

respectable percentage of research area. The ahead kinematics of robotic manipulator is less difficult hassle and 

it has specific or closed shape answer. The ahead kinematics can be given with the aid of the conversion of joint 

space to Cartesian space of the manipulator. On the other hand inverse kinematics can be decided by means of 

the conversion of Cartesian area to joint space. The inverse kinematic of the robotic manipulator does now not 

offer the  closed  form answer. Hence, industrial manipulator can achieve a desired task or cease effector role  in  

multiple  configuration. Therefore, to acquire precise answer of the joint variables has been the principle 

difficulty to the researchers. A brief introduction of business robotic manipulators, evolution and classification 

is supplied. The simple configurations of robotic manipulator are validated and their benefits and downsides are 

deliberated together with the applications. The problems to resolve ahead and inverse kinematics of robotic  

manipulator are mentioned and answer of inverse kinematic is introduced through traditional methods. In order 

to accomplish the preferred goal of the work and achieve the solution of inverse Cinematic trouble an green 

have a look at of the existing equipment and strategies has been completed. A review of literature survey and 

diverse gear used to resolve inverse kinematic trouble on exclusive factors is discussed. The numerous strategies 

of inverse kinematic solution iv is labeled in four sections namely structural analysis of mechanism, traditional 

approaches, intelligence or tender computing processes and optimization based strategies. A part  of important 

and greater considerable literatures are thoroughly discussed and quick investigation is made on conclusions and 

gaps with respect to the inverse kinematic answer of industrial robot manipulators. Based on the survey of tools 

and strategies used for the kinematic analysis the wide objective of the prevailing studies work is supplied as; to  

perform  the kinematic analyses of different configurations of industrial robotic manipulators. The mathematical 

modelling of selected robotic manipulator using present  tools and techniques needs  to be made for the 

comparative observe of proposed approach. On the alternative hand, development of latest algorithm and their 

mathematical modelling for the answer of inverse 
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kinematic problem must be made for the analysis  of satisfactory and performance of the received answers. 

Therefore, the observe of suitable equipment and techniques used for the solution of inverse kinematic issues 

and contrast with proposed method is taken into consideration. Moreover, advice of the precise approach for the 

solution of inverse kinematic problem is offered in the work. Apart from the forward lunematic evaluation,  the  

inverse  kinematic evaluation is pretty complicated, due to its non-linear formulations and having more than one 

answers.  There isn't any specific solution for the inverse kinematics as a consequence necessitating software of 

appropriate predictive models from the smooth computing area. Artificial neural network (ANN) can be 

gainfully used to yield the preferred consequences. Therefore, inside the present work numerous fashions of 

artificial neural community (ANN) are used for the answer of the inverse kinematic problem. This  version  of  

ANN does not depend on better  mathematical  formulations and are adept to clear up NP-difficult, non-linear 

and higher degree of polynomial equations. Although sensible techniques are not new on this field but some 

decided on models of ANN and their hybridization has been presented for the comparative evaluation of inverse 

kinematic. The hybridization scheme of ANN and an investigation has been made on accuracies of followed 

algorithms. On the other hand, any Optimization algorithms which are capable of solving numerous multimodal 

features may be applied to clear up the inverse kinematic problem. To conquer the problem of conventional tool 

and smart based approach the optimization based totally approach can be implemented. In fashionable, the  

optimization primarily based procedures are extra solid and frequently converge to the global answer. The 

foremost hassle of ANN primarily based tactics are its slow convergence and frequently caught in neighborhood  

superior  point. Therefore, in gift paintings one of a kind optimization based tactics are considered. The method 

of the goal characteristic and related restrained are mentioned thoroughly. The contrast of all adopted algorithms 

on the idea of variety v of solutions, mathematical operations and computational time has been provided 

 

II. Structure of Industrial Robots 
 This section is devoted to the type of business robots, with interest to serial systems. Basic standards 

for classification had been addressed stepwise,  and situation arithmetic  in the back of the mechanism has 

additionally been  proposed.  The essential goal is restricted to robots which might be mainly expected for 

manipulation responsibilities and serial kinematic chains. Robots can normally be categorized as in keeping with 

their variety of diploma of freedom (dof) or axes and their kinematic characteristic. Working proficiencies of 

robot manipulator can be evaluated from its diploma of freedom. Common 6-dof robot manipulator can simplest 

obtain a widespread undertaking in 3-measurement space containing arbitrarily position and orientation for any 

item. On  the opposite hand, for specific application one desires to design robot manipulator as in keeping with 

dof in addition to kinematics feature. However, there 6 are numerous standards for the class of robotic 

manipulator but commonly you'll be able to choose dof or range of axes. On the other  hand, Robotics Institute 

of America (RIA), Association Francaise de Robotique (AFR) and Japanese Industrial Robot Association 

widely categorized in 6 numerous modules which might be as follows: 1. Manual coping with gadgets 2. Fixed  

sequence robot 3. Variable collection robot four. Playback robot five. Numerical manipulate robot 6. Intelligent 

robot Other than these above noted modules of business robot manipulator  it may additionally be categorised as 

in keeping with their mechanism, dof, actuation, workspace, control, motion and application. 

 

Ih Classification By Mechanism 

 Typically a robot manipulator may be either a serial one having open loop or a parallel one having  

closed  loop structure. In industrial robot manipulators  the joint  type may be either prismatic (P) or revolute (R) 

whereas the link type may be either rigid or flexible. Moreover, there can be hybrid structure that consists of 

both open and closed  loop  mechanical chains.The serial manipulator can be categorized based on the first joint 

will always starting from the fixed base and end of the link will free to move in s ace, see Figure 1.1  (a). There 

are many combinations of these oints and links that creates different configurations of robot manipulator  simply 

due to the joints R and P, axes of two adjacent may be either parallel or orthogonal. Orthogonal joints intersect 

by  90 degrees with respect to their common normal and it can be parallel when one axis rotates 90 degrees, see 

Figure I.1(b). 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1.1 (a) Serial [1 ], (b) Parallel [1] and (c) Hybrid mechanisms 

 

 A) General manipulator General robots can  commonly  have 6-dof because of the tremendous utility in 
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diverse fields. There are many robots which own 6-dof for example Fanuc S- 900W, wherein remaining three 

joint axes intersect  on  the wrist centre. The kinematics solution for this magnificence of manipulator may be 

separately solved thinking about first 3 links and then closing three hyperlinks may be solved independently. A 

therefor solution of inverse kinematics might be an awful lot easier than the alternative elegance of 

manipulators. B) Redundant/hyper redundant manipulator Kinematic redundancy of any mechanisms arises 

while it has extra dof than the ones fastidiously important to carry out a favored venture. Most of the industrial 

application can be performed by using 6-dof however if it is 7-dof robot manipulator, it can be considered as the 

extraordinary example of inherent redundancy. It is not constantly necessary that the robot with more dof could 

be redundant, but every so often it takes place for less dof for particular obligations,  which  include simple 

manipulator tool positioning without having constraints for the orientation. Hyperredundant  manipulators for 

any mechanism arise when it has a bigger wide variety of joints. Its joint configurations dof are passed to its 

undertaking space dof. Therefore, 7-dof or 8-dof spatial manipulator generally now not taken into consideration 

as  a  hyperredundant manipulator. A normal example of hyperedundant is snake robot. In reality, redundant 

manipulators are in particular used because of its multiplied dexterity; it could tolerate singularities, joint 

variable limits,  and obstacle avoidance, but additionally for minimizing torque/strength for a given challenge. 

C) Flexible manipulator The preferred hypothesis pertaining to robotic kinematics, design of manipulator and 

dynamics is  that  robotic manipulator usually comprises of rigid hyperlinks and transmission additives. 

However it may be assumed as wellknown condition for popular software which may be effective for less 

payloads or much less interacting forces and slow motions. Practically talking, bendy robotic manipulator can be 

useful because of the reduced weight of moving links and slender design of hyperlinks as well as use of 

compliant transmission elements. This concept of flexibility generally having important utility in the region of 

area robotic  because  of very long links of manipulator in  addition  requires resolution of time with respect to 

elastic deformations and additionally inferior link weight to payload ratio together with the 11 better strength 

efficiency. On the other hand, in case of scientific surgical procedure or nuclear risk programs tele- operated 

manipulators depicts similar idea like space manipulator. Therefor it is able to be remember the fact that in case 

of flexible robot which is having less manage inputs in comparison to range of dof which explains the layout 

manage parameters for bendy manipulator is more hard than inflexible link manipulator. Moreover, the 

execution of a whole gadget will truely requires greater range of sensors. Among these barriers the flexible 

robot manipulator not going used  in various business programs due to the benefits of inertial decoupling of the 

joint actuator  and  the hyperlink,  decreased in kinetic electricity consumptions and undesired collisions offered 

through limitations in addition to human beings. D) Deficient manipulator A robotic is known as poor robotic if 

it own less than six ranges of freedom and it can't positioned or orient freely in space, Adept-one SCARA 

manipulator is an example of poor robot. 1.3.3 Classification by using actuation Actuators are basically 

transmitting electricity  as a movement to drive inflexible or bendy hyperlinks connected to any mechanism or 

manipulator. Actuators can be categorised particularly as electrical, pneumatic and hydraulic. There are different 

varieties of actuation may be considered as form memory alloys (SMA), piezoelectric, magnetostriction and 

polymeric. Among all taken into consideration actuators the simple and most desired actuators are electric 

which can be powered via AC or DC vehicles because of their cleanser, specific and quieter operations as 

compared to other actuators. Electric drives are extra green and particular at excessive pace due to gear 

container used and also in case of stepper motor unique movement and excessive torque are viable.  However, 

for high velocity and heavy load carrying  potential  electric cars does no longer aid in comparison to hydraulic 

or  pneumatic actuators. Hydraulic drives are reasonable  because of their high pace and green torque or strength  

ratios. Therefore, hydraulic actuators focused manipulators are specifically used for lifting heavy loads. Major 

drawbacks of hydraulic actuators are noisiness, leakiness of fluid used and heavy pumps. Besides hydraulic 

actuated manipulator Pneumatics actuators are similar but it does now not having particular movement and 

problem on top of things of cease effector. 

 

Classification By Workspace 

 In standard, workspace of any manipulator may  be described as the total volume blanketed by using 

the stop effector because the manipulator  finishes  most  possible moves. Workspace 12 can be decided by 

using the boundaries of joint variables and geometry of the manipulator. There are basically two styles of 

paintings areas which can be available and dextrous; reachable workspace may be  apprehend  by using the 

overall locus factor traced by quit effector and subset of those traced factor of end effector while giving arbitrary 

orientation is known as dextrous workspace. But nearly dextrous workspace is suitable simplest for  idealized 

geometries and normally it does now not possess for industrial manipulators 

 

Basic Kinematics 

 This phase discussed a few fundamentals of kinematics of inflexible frame and further delivered 

different forms of mechanism and parameters related to it. Kinematic Chain may additionally consist of 
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inflexible/ bendy hyperlinks that are related with joints or kinematics pair allowing relative motion of the linked 

bodies. For example, a rotational joint acts as a hinge and allows only a relative rotation  between  the connected 

our bodies about the axis of the joint. The relative movements allowed through a joint are called the  joint 

variables or the internal coordinates. The rotational joint has handiest one joint variable and this is the relative 

rotation between the related our bodies. As  we  recognize approximately the special forms of kinematic chains 

for instance serial, parallel or hybrid  which may be open, closed  or branched. For the location of stop effector 

or base it's far required to have information of kinematics of inflexible body structures. The layout of the 

hyperlinks and joints of any mechanism makes a decision the orientation or positional houses that have an effect 

on the general kinematic  chain. There are essentially styles of kinematics of any mechanism specifically ahead 

kinematics and inverse kinematics. The ahead kinematics problem is concerned with the relationship between 

the individual joints of the robot manipulator and the placement and orientation of the tool or quit effector. The 

forward kinematics of any manipulator or mechanism may be decided with given joint variables that yield the 

placement and orientation of quit effector. The joint variables can be revolute or prismatic depending of styles 

of joints used. On  the  opposite hand the second one problem of kinematic  is resolution of inverse kinematics. 

Inverse kinematics can be defined as resolution of joint variables in phrases of given quit effector function and 

orientation. 

 

Concept 
 The main goal of this dissertation is to clear up inverse kinematic trouble. As according to survey and 

evaluation of various literatures in this area of manipulator kinematics recommends that there is apparent 

requirement of a few novel approach for fixing higher dof manipulator kinematics. It is likewise calls for to 

produce inverse kinematic solution efficaciously and need to be able to on-line manage of manipulator. 

Therefore, this paintings is planned  with following foremost targets: 1) To carry out critical examine of 

different equipment and techniques  suitable  for  solving inverse kinematic issues. 2) To increase the inverse 

kinematic model of diverse robotic manipulators and to undertake some current strategies for answer of inverse 

kinematics of decided on robot manipulator configurations.  3)  Development  of recent set of rules and 

mathematical model for resolving and simulating inverse kinematics. Four) To analyze the performance of 

newly developed technique and contrast with the obtained solution via other present strategies. 5) To advise the 

precise strategies for solving inverse kinematics trouble for diverse application. 

 

III. Conclusion 
 Inverse kinematic evaluation of any  configuration  of robotic manipulator is playing principal position 

for robot system. From the point of view of various configurations to simulation and actual time control 

kinematic dating of the robotic plays important position for finishing touch of given mission. Mathematical 

complexities of inverse kinematic formulations using traditional methods are luxurious and time consuming 

however apart from the mathematical expenses it provides the closed form answer. To conquer the trouble of 

mathematical operations of inverse kinematic of robotic manipulator some techniques shape the neural  network 

fashions are required. ANN primarily  based  methods  are pretty fruitful for the inverse kinematic  inversion.  

Yhe structure and running precept of the ANN provides  the complex and non-linear useful organisation of the 

enter output records. The information sets used for schooling can be generated from the forward kinematic 

equations of  manipulator. Moreover, the generated statistics sets have to be large that allows you to reduce the 

gaining  knowledge  of errors of the community. The gaining knowledge of from the forward kinematic 

statistics units is luxurious and time eating. 
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